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PIZZA AND FLATBREAD ARE THE
FASTEST BREADS WE MAKE:
STORING THE DOUGH MAKES

THE DIFFERENCE

By the time we fi nished our second bread cookbook, we came to a 
basic truth: our pizzas and fl atbreads  were the fastest and often the most 
beloved recipes in our repertoire. Why? Because unlike loaf breads, they 

require little or no rest time after shaping them. So if you have a batch of our 
stored dough in the fridge (where it’s been developing richer fl avor over its stor-
age life), and you’ve preheated your oven, you can be as little as ten minutes 
away from piping hot pizza, or even less for fresh pita fl atbread. For busy people, 
there is no quicker dinner— as always, active time is under fi ve minutes a day, 
because you spread the preparation time for your premixed dough over many 
pizzas and fl atbreads.

 We’ve included soups, dips, and spreads that turn fl atbreads or pizzas into 
a complete and speedy meal. Ingredients will include grains and toppings from 
around the world, as well as healthier alternatives where possible. So this book 
can become the basis for entire meals that are perfect for busy  house holds.

New pizzerias are popping up all over the United States, and pizza remains 
the nation’s number one purchased meal. Despite this, there aren’t many pizza 
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cookbooks on the market today. And most recipes rely on dough that yields just 
one precious pie— not an option for most busy people. We have a voracious ap-
petite for pizza, and so do our readers (that’s what they told us on our Web 
site). Making your own pizza is much easier than it looks, and the options for 
toppings and crust mean that there’s a world of variety. As in all our books, the 
secret to baking it fresh every day is that the dough is on hand, in your refrig-
erator, all the time. Storing the dough makes all the difference. Since you only 
mix once, but bake up to eight pizzas or fl atbreads over a couple of weeks, you 
divide the prep time over all the pizzas and fl atbreads you make from the batch.

Whether you’re an old hand at baking or a novice, our helpful tips will let 
you perfect your pies. We start with basics in Chapter 2 (Ingredients), Chapter 
3 (Equipment), and Chapter 4 (Tips and Techniques). And then you can start 
baking exquisite pies with our Master Recipe (Chapter 5).
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Making pizza and fl atbread is a lot like baking regular bread, 
only quicker and fl atter. Many of the ingredients are the same as in 
our fi rst two books, but we discovered some new ingredients that 

will help you create world- class pizza and fl atbreads. See Sources (page 281) 
to locate harder- to- fi nd ingredients through mail order or the Internet.

Flours

Flours vary in important ways, and  we’ve found that the most predictable re-
sults are obtained when you use standard supermarket fl ours. That’s what we 
used to test our recipes. One way that fl ours vary (especially white fl ours) is in 
their protein content. Wheat protein is mostly gluten, a long, stringy molecule 
that gives dough its stretchiness and allows it to trap gas and rise. Let’s talk 
about the fl ours we use in the book to make great pizza and fl atbread.

Unbleached all- purpose white fl our: In the United States, supermarket brands 
of unbleached all- purpose fl our have a protein content of 10 to 11.7 percent, 
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and that’s what we used to test our recipes that call for unbleached all- 
purpose. Most of the protein in wheat fl our is gluten, the resilient protein that 
gives bread dough its stretch and its ability to trap gas. Without it, bread and 
pizza would be way too dense. In Italian- style pizza, you need some gluten, 
but not too much— classic, thin- crusted pizzas are made with a lower- protein 
fl our (see Italian- style “00” fl our on page 5). Unbleached all- purpose is a nice 
compromise for most home pizza bakers. It’s a typical ingredient that almost 
everyone has at home, and the protein content is at a medium level.

If a recipe calls for unbleached, don’t substitute bleached all- purpose fl our. 
Bleaching removes some of the protein, and that throws off our recipes be-
cause protein absorbs water. When shopping, be careful, because most bleached 
fl ours don’t label themselves prominently and if you don’t search for the word 
“bleached,” you may not fi nd it. If you use bleached fl our when unbleached all- 
purpose was called for, your dough will be too wet.

Bleached all- purpose fl our: If you want to use bleached fl our, use it in the 
recipe we created specifi cally for lower- protein fl our (page 71); it makes a good 
substitute for low- protein, Italian- style fl ours like “00.” As above, don’t substi-
tute it for unbleached all- purpose or the result will be too wet and diffi cult to 
handle.

Cake fl our: Cake fl our, being bleached and having a very low  protein level, 
makes tender cake and desserts. This very low  protein fl our would not create 
enough structure to make a good bread or pizza, but when combined with 
unbleached all- purpose fl our, it becomes a decent alternative to “00” Italian 
fl our in classic Neapolitan pizza (page 73).

Gluten- free fl ours: Our gluten- free doughs use a variety of fl ours, such as brown 
rice, tapioca, teff, and white rice (sometimes labeled “sweet white rice fl our”). 
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 Visit PizzaIn5.com, where you’ll fi nd recipes, photos, videos, and instructional material. See 
page 53 for outdoor grill instructions.

The lack of gluten in these fl ours means that you have to add xanthan gum to the 
dough to give it the stretch and structure dough needs to be used as pizzas and 
fl atbreads. Most of our recipes can use the gluten- free doughs, but you may need 
to refer to page 104 for specifi c rolling instructions.

Italian- style “00” fl our (page 73): In Italy, 
low- protein “00” fl our is the standard in 
thin- crusted, crisp- yet- tender Neapoli-
tan pizza, but it’s nearly impossible to 
fi nd in U.S. supermarkets—“00” is an 
Italian designation. Technically speak-
ing, “00” refers to the fi neness of the 
grind (“00” is the fi nest), not the protein 
content. That said, Italian “00” is usually 
made from “soft” (low- protein) wheat, 
and it’s the lower protein that makes for 
a tender (not tough) crust that crisps 
beautifully. In Italy, Neapolitan pizza 
(see page 73) is made from low-protein 
“00,” with a little high- protein fl our 
thrown in to provide some stretch. You 
can purchase Italian- style fl our online; 
there are two sources in the United 
States. An Italian import, Caputo “00” 
Flour, is available through Amazon .com, and 
King Arthur makes a domestic approximation with about the same protein 
level (about 8 percent), sold as King Arthur Italian- Style Flour. But be careful 
with labeling: King Arthur also makes a fl our called Perfect Pizza Blend, but it 
 can’t be swapped into the “Crisp Yet Tender” recipe (page 71). At 11.1 percent, 

�

protein percentages are reported 

differently in the united states and 

italy: One area of confusion is that U.S. 

fl our companies report protein content 

differently than Italian ones (the U.S. 

number is always lower). Don’t be thrown 

by this if you try an imported fl our— low 

protein Italian “00” fl our is often reported 

with a protein percentage that makes 

it look like American all- purpose—but 

it’s not; that’s just a different way of 

mea sur ing it.
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it’s higher in protein than typical supermarket unbleached all- purpose fl our. See 
Pizza Dough for Throwing (page 75) if you’re interested in chewier crusts made 
from higher- protein fl our.

You can approximate the low- protein effect of “00” fl our with bleached 
all- purpose (page 71).

Bread fl our: Typical U.S. bread fl our is about 12 percent protein, and as in all- 
purpose fl our, the protein is mostly gluten— and protein absorbs water. So, you 
need to increase the liquids if you substitute bread fl our for all- purpose in our 

recipes (about a quarter- cup to one- half 
cup in the Master Recipe on page 59). 
Though dough made from bread fl our 
takes longer to stretch, if you’re patient 
with it, you get a gorgeous American- 
style pizza— a little chewier than its Ital-
ian cousin.

Rye fl our: Rye, in combination with 
white fl our, makes a terrifi c rustic pizza 
or fl atbread crust. Assuming that you will 
leave out caraway seeds, no one will rec-
ognize it as a cousin of deli rye bread 
(though if you top a rye pita with cara-
way, you’ll have wickedly good deli- rye 
pocket bread, see Variation: Pita, page 
201). Most rye fl our that’s readily avail-
able in the United States is very high in 
rye bran and really could be labeled as 
 whole grain fl our. The two products 

�

the highest- protein consumer fl our in 

the u.s. is king arthur high- gluten 

fl our, with 14.2 percent protein. 

That’s considerably more than typical 

supermarket bread fl ours, so if you use it, 

you need to increase liquids in the recipe 

by one- half cup if you’re swapping it for 

ordinary all- purpose (one- quarter cup if 

you’re swapping it for ordinary bread 

fl our). Their regular bread fl our (12.7 

percent protein) isn’t much different from 

typical U.S. bread fl ours and can be 

interchanged with them.
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available in most U.S. supermarkets are Bob’s Red Mill and Hodgson Mill, and 
both work nicely in our rye recipes. Interestingly, the packaging on those two 
products  doesn’t stress that the contents are  whole grain— but they are. Excep-
tions are rye fl ours labeled as “light rye” or “medium rye,” which are lower in 
bran and available from King Arthur Flour (see Sources, page 281). Since our 
Rustic and Hearty Rye Dough recipe (page 93) uses a relatively low propor-
tion of rye fl our, we found that it didn’t make much difference whether we 
used  whole grain rye, medium, or light. Though they produce slightly different 
consistencies, they all worked well. Use the  whole grain rye products if you’re 
interested in the health benefi ts of  whole grain.

Semolina fl our: Semolina is a high- protein wheat variety that lends rich yellow 
color and sweet fl avor to Italian baked specialties. The best semolina is la-
bleled as “durum fl our.” It’s more challenging to fi nd than typical fl ours, but 
Bob’s Red Mill and King Arthur fl our make nice products (see Sources, page 
281). If you use fl our labeled as “semolina” (commonly found in South Asian 
groceries), you’ll fi nd that it’s usually a coarser grind and needs to be decreased 
in the recipes or the result can be an overly dry dough. We don’t often see 
semolina used in pizza, but we think it’s fantastic (page 80).

Spelt fl our: We fell in love with spelt fl our, a variety of wheat, while writing 
Healthy Bread in Five Minutes a Day. It’s lower in gluten than ordinary wheat, 
which appealed to readers who  were avoiding higher- gluten products (but 
spelt cannot be eaten, not even a little, by people with celiac disease).  Whole 
grain spelt imparts a terrifi c mildly sweet fl avor that appeals to kids who are 
wary of  whole grain breads. Most of the spelt fl our sold in the United States is 
 whole grain, but there are some lesser- known varieties  labeled as “light spelt”; 
they are lower in bran and absorb less water. Do not use them without adjust-
ing the water downward, or the dough will be too loose.
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Cornmeal: We use cornmeal in several doughs for its wonderful earthy fl avor 
and lovely crunch. Either white or yellow cornmeal can be used; other than the 
color, we didn’t taste any difference. In the United States, cornmeal is often 
used under pizzas to help slide them off the pizza peel and onto the hot stone. 
In Italy, it’s traditional to use white fl our for that purpose. Either works well, 
but there are differences. Cornmeal can make more of a mess in the oven, with 
stray corn scorching and smoking on the stone or on the bottom of the oven. 
We tend to use fl our on the peel to avoid these problems. This is especially 
true for pita bread— it’s traditional to use nothing but fl our.

Organic fl ours: We like to use organic fl our when it’s available; many of our 
readers tell us that the reason they started baking at home was because it was 
the only way to get affordable organic bread. There are now a number of or-
ganic fl our brands available in the supermarket, but the best selection is still at 
your local organic food co- op.

Toppings

Don’t overdo it with the toppings, especially with thin- crusted pizzas; lightly 
topped pies develop crisper crusts and are easier to slide off the pizza peel. The 
most visually impressive tomato and cheese pizzas are made with widely spaced  
chunks of cheese that allow the red tomato to shine through.

TOMATO AND TOMATO SAUCES

Fresh tomatoes: If you have summer tomatoes, especially home- grown, you owe 
it to yourself to use them on pizza. Slice or dice the tomatoes, get rid of some of 
the liquid by draining, reducing on the stove, or seeding them, and you have the 
world’s fi nest pizza topping (see Tomato Toppings, page 109).
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Canned tomatoes: You can use diced tomatoes, or  whole ones pulsed in the food 
pro cessor. In either case, decrease the liquid by pressing in a strainer (or reduce 
them in a saucepan). Otherwise, you can end up with a soggy crust. Crushed or 
pureed canned tomatoes also work nicely and, if not too liquidy, there is no need 
for straining or reducing. If diced tomatoes are too chunky for you, consider 
chopping them in a food pro cessor, or even just mincing them on a cutting board 
with a knife.

Pizza sauce: Some people prefer a smooth sauce over chunkier options. Our 
recipe for smooth tomato pizza sauce can be made with canned tomato sauce, 
or crushed, diced, or  whole canned tomatoes that have been pro cessed with an 
immersion blender, food pro cessor, or standing blender.

Basil: The bright summery taste of fresh basil is a knockout on homemade pizza. 
The dried herb isn’t nearly as fl avorful (some 
people fi nd dried oregano to be more in-
teresting than dried basil— so try a little 
of that if you don’t have fresh basil in the 
 house). In Italy, it’s traditional to lay  whole 
basil leaves on the pizza, but if you want 
the basil fl avor to be well  distributed 
across the pizza, you can break up the 
leaves into smaller pieces. Some profes-
sionals like to tear basil by hand to pre-
vent discoloration.  We’ve found that if 
you sliver or snip the herbs right before 
putting it on the pizza, there’s minimal 
discoloration, and the fl avor’s terrifi c ei-
ther way. Some pizzaioli (pete- see-ó- lee), 
the men and women who make pizza, put 

�

chiffonade that basil? If you decide to 

cut fresh basil leaves for pizza, the 

quickest way to do it is to use the 

chiffonade technique. Stack four or fi ve 

basil leaves, roll them into a tight cylinder, 

and quickly cut thin slices across the 

cylinder, starting at one end and working 

your way along. You’ll end up with evenly 

cut ribbons that look great on pizza.
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the basil on after baking so that it just barely wilts, and retains its vibrant color 
and fl avor. That’s a matter of taste, so go ahead and try it both ways and see 
which you prefer.

In case you’re keeping score, Italian law specifi es  whole basil leaves on Nea-
politan pizza (see page 59) but does not absolutely prohibit slivered, snipped, or 
torn ones. Whew.

Cheeses

When using cheese on pizza, remember 
that the quantities in our recipe are only 
an  approximation. Depending on the size 
of the pizza you are making, you will need 
more (or less) cheese than we specify. We 
tend to use less cheese than is typical for 
American- style pizza— we prefer the Ital-
ian style, which is usually built on a thin 
crust. Plus, using less topping works better 
with our dough, which has lots of mois-
ture to begin with— too much cheese (or any 

topping) can prevent the crust from crisping. With pizza, sometimes less is 
more.

If you love pizza with extra cheese, you can do it, but don’t make the crust 
quite so thin— try a quarter- inch thickness.
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